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About Team Eview

 Group of young professionals qualified from M. Tec MIT 

(USA), M. Tec IIT Kanpur, PG from IIFT Delhi.

 The team has worked in the industry with experience 

ranging from 12 years to 22 years.

 The team has worked in large multinational organisations 

in India and abroad as CEO, COO, Head of marketing, 

CTO, Head of various departments.

 The team consists of varied experience ranging from top 

management  right to the floor level implementation of 

projects.

 Have won national awards from CII and ET Now.



What do we do
Energy saving thru Natural means.

Viability of solution thru customization.

Independent of human intervention.

Ease of operation resulting to efficient operations.

Wireless asset management and cost reduction. (IOT)

How do we achieve it
 Nature smart solutions (Daylight and air circulation)

 Smart Sensing solutions (IOT/AI based 100% 
customised solution)



Nature smart solutions

 Daylight harvesting  thru Brilantor, SkyPipe, Light ball, E kool
etc. Multiple models suitable for different applications

 Natural air and heat reduction thru high end  wind driven Turbo 
ventilators, motorized turbo ventilators, combo with Daylight 
units and Polycarbonate Louvers. 

Smart sensing solutions

 Integrating natural light with artificial lighting wirelessly

 Control, Management and Bringing real time data to desktop 
wirelessly of Lighting, A/C, Utilities, moveable assets etc up to 3 

km radius. WILELORAN

Why Eview Global - USP

 Customised as per requirement

 Ease of Usage..

 Practically no maintenance.

 No or minimal human intervention required.



What is day light harvesting
 Daylighting is the practice of placing windows or other openings and reflective 

surfaces. 

 During the day natural light provides effective internal lighting. 

 Particular attention is given to daylighting while designing a building when the 
aim is to maximize visual comfort or to reduce energy use. 

 Energy savings can be achieved from the reduced use of artificial (electric) 
lighting. 

 Artificial lighting energy use can be reduced by simply using fewer electric 
lights because daylight is present.

 By dimming/switching electric lights automatically in response to the presence 
of daylight. 

 Eliminates or reduces the adverse effects of static artificial lighting



Dome Lighting (Start of structured day lighting)

Suited for Non Insulated and non false ceiling area

Semi controlled lighting with or lower heat

Light ball. PC diffusers

Suited for Normal and insulated roof

Controlled lighting with low / negligible heat

Transparent Sheet. Very bright and low light spots with heat

North Lighting. Bright and low light spots with un controlled light and heat

Doors and Windows. Daylight reaches to small distance

Brilantor, SkyPipe with reflective tube, Polycarbonate / 
acrylic  lenses and diffuser

Suited for all types of building structure including with false 
ceiling. Except Multistory buildings

Optic Fiber cable lighting. 

Suitable for all types of structures including 
multistory building.

Works only in clear sky with sunlight

Chronological advancement of application of Daylighting systems

Eview 
Domain



Brilantor 
The most advanced daylighting solution



Brilantor
The most advanced daylighting solution

 Advantages Brilantor brings to it’s users:-

 Brilantor takes care of all the pain areas of the presently used day lighting models.

 Brilantor comes with polycarbonate pre molded, universal fixing mechanism, cast along with the dome. 

This ensures no joints on the top, thus ensuring no water ingress. The unit is fixed as if an integral part of 

the roof, mainly using EPDM / Insulation tape / Metal frames, Polycarbonate connectors along with other 

material. This fixing mechanism is unique to Brilantor, ensuring no water leakages.

 The spread of light is even due to its rectangular shape. The length of the unit ensures the spread of light 

is further deeper along the width of the shed as compared to conventional daylights. While maintaining 

the spread of light from the width of the unit along the length of the shed.

 The 230 prismatic diamond lenses on the dome ensures light enhancement thru the unit.

 Since there is no protruding pipe below the roof level fixing the safety grill becomes viable at the roof 

sheet level. The first to come with safety grill.

 Brilantor diffuser opening is about 500 mm X 36000 mm. The entry of light from this width helps in  

impacting a much larger against any competitive product. Gross size in mm 4000X600X300 (LXWXH)

 Brilantor can be adjusted along the length and width based on the requirement of light in the shed. This 

makes it totally flexible unit and a class of its own.

 Brilantor eliminates the pains of the current daylighting system like ; Leakages from the units after a short 

period of time, Mismatch of roof adaptor with roof profile causing leakages due to gaps, Too much 

dependence on sealants to stop leakages, which give way after it’s short life span, Uneven lighting inside 

the shed due to circular / square shape, impacting a small area on the floor.

 No possibility of placing the safety grill due to protruding pipe below the shed,

 High concentration of light below the units, summer months in particular.



SkyPipe 
For False Areas

Sizes available
1. 900 mm, 2. 750 mm, 3. 530 mm, 4. 400

mm, 5. 300 mm

2. Clear Prismatic high light collecting
dome

3. Choice of Diffuser material – Prizmatic
Lenses, Spectra Bright, Clear Glow, Lacta
Glow, Semi Lacta Glow, -: Flat and dome
shaped

4. UV stabilised

5. 2 feet Highly reflective tubing 95% +
reflectance.

6. Excellent Light and heat control.

7. Light coverage of over 1100 sq.ft. based on
roof height and desired lux.

8. Suitable for all types of roofs including
with false ceiling.

9. Highly uniform lighting spread.



Light Ball 
For Non False ceiling areas

Circular shape with water guide

Sizes available in Light Ball

1. 1200 mm, 2. 1000 mm 3. 900 mm 4. 750 mm
5. 530 mm 6. 400 mm 7. 300 mm

Suitable for Warehouses, Factory sheds / shop
floors etc.

Features of Light ball
1. Clear Prismatic high light collecting dome
2. Options of diffuser -: Clear glow, Lacto glow

(structured and non structured)
3. Reflective tube to guide the light to the floor area for

better light control
4. Matching roof adaptor to roof profile
5. High coverage area up to 1600 Sq.ft.
6. Suitable for any roof except with false ceiling.
7. Uniform lighting spread.
8. Better and improved light and heat control.
9. Better aesthetics



 Meets the need for Natural Light and air 
circulation.

 Ensures Effective and uniform Light and Air 
circulation.

 No power cost for Light and air circulation.

 Common roof opening for SkyPipeTM and turbo 
thus maintaining the strength of the roof.

 Effective in releasing hot air and fumes from the 
inside without maintenance.

 Water seepage and dust thru turbo fins will not 
enter the shed during very strong wind.

 Open able duct option in case cleaning required.

 Cost effective as no additional installation cost.

 100% customized design as per the areas 
requirement.



The working SkyPipeR , LightBall.

PC Dome collects and 
concentrates ambience day light. 
PC brought from a multi national 
company. UV stabilised.

Highly reflective tube delivers 
high light levels despite long tube  
or overcast for max illumination 
with reflectance of over 95 to 
98+%. Patent of a multinational 
company 

Fresnel Multi lens diffuser, 
Prismatic diffuser diffuses light 
evenly in wider area. Patent of a 
Multinational company.

SkyPipe / LightBall and HiLight is 
tailored made for each requirement 
where it is to be installed.

Can reduce daytime lighting bill by 
over 90%.



Polycarbonate Louvers



Natural Parking lights



RCC roof lights



Quality of Light

 UV stabilized optical diffuser 
gives uniform and broader light 
dispersion.

 Can deliver  day light even to 
dark corners

 The system is Aesthetic and 
creates better ambience.

Transformation of 
sheds after SkyPipe 
being installed.



SkyPipeTM Can reach 
under false ceiling.



Stages of SkyPipeTM demonstrates the effect in the area

Poor quality of 
Natural Lighting 
thru Transparent 

sheets

Trial of SkyPipe for 
Natural Lighting along 

with  Transparent 
sheets

High quality of  
Natural 

Lighting thru 
SkyPipeTM



 Avoids Roof top accidents
 SkyPipes are clearly visible  from a 

distance.

 Transparent sheets gets camouflaged 
due to dust settled over it allowing  
roof top accidents.

 Almost zero maintenance
 Dust does not settle as it is hemi spherical and designed 

accordingly. Maybe cleaned occasionally with a dry cloth.

 Works well till the structure lasts. Very long life.



Minimal Heat Transfer
1. SkyPipeTM has a static air column 

which reduces the heat transfer.

2. Longer length tube further reduces 
heat transfer.

3. The surface area of SkyPipeTM 

exposed to the Sun is very 
insignificant.

4. Heat Insulation can be put from the 
inside to the roof  which other wise not 
possible with Transparent sheets.

Thermal Imaging of 
SkyPipe In mid June

Showing a temperature 
of 34.2 degree 
temperature. Cooler 
than any normal light, lit 
for 30+ minutes.



Before and after SkyPipeTM



Various Installations Pictures



Human Benefits of Daylight 

 Human body functions are affected by patterns of light & dark.

 Specifically by blue light waves found only in daylight.

 Studies worldwide suggest

 natural dynamic light helps us maintain hormonal balance and provide us
with likes of vitamin D etc. Productivity is enhanced in natural light,

 Daylight connects people with the natural environment outside. People feel
happier and less fatigued in natural daylight.

 Daylight is widely accepted to have a positive psychological effect on the humans.

 In recent years, work has taken place to recreate the effects of daylight artificially
without much success.



Introduction - WileLoran

 Loran meaning Long Range is a modulation technique 
that enables long range & low power wireless 
communications.

 LoRaWAN defines a communication protocol & network 
architecture over LoRan.

 LoRa Alliance is the association created in 2015 to support 
LoRaWAN technologies  https://lora-alliance.org/

https://lora-alliance.org/


Features of WiLeLoran

Connects 
devices up to 
3KM in urban 
areas with high 
penetration

Requires 
minimal energy 
with battery life 
up to 3 years

Supports 100’s 
of device in a 
single network

Highly scalable 
network  -
Sensors or 
controllers can 
be added to the 
same network 
with ease in 
future

Operates in ISM 
(Industry Scientific 

and Medical) band –
863-867 MHz

Features end-to-end 
AES encryption.

(Advanced Encryption 
Standards) 



Network Architecture

 End Nodes can be any 
equipment like, street 
lights, water meters, 
temperature sensors etc…

 Gateway is a WileLoran
concentrator to which all 
slaves uplink data. 

 Network server gets data 
from the gateway via 4G 
or Ethernet connection.

 Data can be represented 
on the Application server 
based on the client 
needs.

LoRa*RF TCI/IP SSL TCI/IP SSL
WileLoran WiliLoran Secured Payload

AES Secured Payload
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 Wireless Long Range device collect data, View and 
manage utilities / assets etc and comes with a gateway 
thru to your desktop, smart phones etc anywhere. 

 It interacts with remote sensors wirelessly at the 
desired intervals and performs the desired job by user.

 Avoids repetitive nature of work, gives accurate data 
and helps in positive deployment of human resources.

 Avoids all human intervention.

 Addition of sensors can be done without additional 
Infrastructure cost.

 Maintains single wireless network for the plant.

WileLoran
Wire less Long range device (IOT / AI Based)



 Saves power for Lighting, Air conditioners, fans.

 Maintains desired lux / temperature for the users.

 Seamless technology does not let you feel the change.

 Can be easily combined with dimmable LED.

 Ideally suited for factories, warehouses, Office space, Parking 
lots, street lights etc where ever lights, A/C’s and fans are 
used.

 It is a switch less technology / without any human 
intervention, where the desired inputs are fed into the 
sensors and all the user has to do is enjoy the benefits of 
power saving.

 It comes with a 1 year warranty.

White Hawk
smart Sensing Solutions 

seamless smart customised energy saving solutions (IOT based)



Smart Lighting solutions
 Lights go to low wattage automatically

 Operates in zones

 Supports occupancy, light sensors etc..

 Wireless communication

 Pluggable controller for easy maintenance

 Maintenance using Android App

WiFi Lux sensors
 Light sensor with range - 0 – 40000 lux

 50/60Hz Light ripple rejection

 Dual channel with visible & IR levels

 Wireless communication capable

 IR configurable lux level triggers

 Upload events to cloud over WiFi

WiFi motion sensors
 Microwave based motion sensor

 7-9 meters, 360 degree spherical coverage

 Not effected by temperature like PIR

 Wireless communication capable

 Capable of forming zones

 Upload events to cloud over WiFi

WiFi sensor for LED lights
 Wireless switches to control lights based 

on sensor inputs

 Capability to create zones

 Supports occupancy, light sensors

 Supports up to 100 watt lights

 Supports OTA upgrades

 Analytics dashboard.

White Hawk
smart Sensing Solutions 

seamless smart customised energy saving solutions (IOT based)



Our satisfied customers. 
Over 600 successfully completed projects (Not exhaustive list) 

1. Hindustan Uni Lever 

2. Tata motors 

3. Indian Railways

4. BEL

5. HAL

6. Ichapur rifle Factory.

7. Dumdum Ordinance.

8. Bosch

9. Bajaj Auto 

10. IFFCO

11. Essar Oil

12. ONGC

13. Sula Wines. 

14. Godrej Industries.

15. Siemens

16. Indo shotley

17. Pidilite

18. GHCL 

19. Indian Oil

20. Saint Gobin

21. Ashok Leyland

22. Phoenix Mecano

23. Hindustan Rubber

24. Balmer Lawrie-Van Leer Ltd

25. Somaya Hospital

26. UPL

27. Schneider. 

28. Adani Group

29. Mahindra and Mahindra 

30. and many more………..



Important contacts. Core team

 Factory and registered Office: Plot no. SM-231,M.T. Sagar Indl. Estate, 
Gokul Road, Hubballi, 580030, Dharawad, Karnataka.

 Hubli - Shivanand Balehosur  8792182631 shivanand@eviewglobal.com

 Mumbai - Rajiv Gupta (CEO) 9769421112 rajiv@eviewglobal.com 

 Kanpur  – Anand Bajpai   9621060591 anandbajpai@eviewglobal.com

 We have dealer network covering pan India for quick response.

or write to rajiv@eviewglobal.com

For more details please visit

www.eviewglobal.com


